Dual stimuli-guided lipid-based delivery system of cancer combination therapy.
The combination therapy, as an emerging strategy for improved clinical efficacy of cancer therapy, may not achieve effective response owing to the lack of highly selective and efficient tumor targeting. Herein, a dual stimuli-guided chemo/magnetothermal combination therapy system based upon histamine dodecyl carbamate (HDC)-coated doxorubicin (DOX)/magnetite-loaded solid lipid nanoparticles (SLNs) was developed for enhanced anticancer effects. Taking advantage of the dual pHe-induced electrostatic and magnetic guidance, the in vitro cellular uptake of these functionalized SLNs by TRAMP-C1 cancer cells was highly enhanced, leading to remarkably increased anticancer ability. With the highly selective delivery of the therapeutics toward tumor via the dual stimuli-mediated guidance, the effective growth inhibition of tumors with the small initial size (ca 50 mm3) by only chemotherapy was observed whereas the combination therapy was essentially required to fully inhibit the growth of large tumors (200 mm3). The IHC staining of tumor tissue sections with the combination therapy against large tumors showed the appreciable increase of tumor cell apoptosis and reduction of tumor angiogenesis. The results suggest that the dual stimuli-guided combination therapy system developed herein be prominent in fully inhibiting tumor growth even with the solid tumors of large size at the onset of the treatment.